Up to 86% faster time to value for your deployment process

APEX provides a smoother 3-year deployment process.

FLEXIBILITY IN CONSUMPTION MODEL
APEX is the industry's most flexible program for consumption.

DELL POWERMAX

DELL POWERMAX

PROVIDES THE MOST
FLEXIBLE OPTIONS IN THE INDUSTRY

DELL APEX DATA STORAGE SERVICES

APEX DATA STORAGE SERVICES

HPE GREENLAKE FOR STORAGE

90-day storage back guarantee

HPE GreenLake SteaSion took 7.3x longer to deliver storage productivity than APEX

STORAGE

Dell has the industry's most comprehensive portfolio of multi-cloud-capable storage from a single vendor

DELL POWERMAX VS HPE ALLETRA 9000

DELL POWERMAX VS HPE ALLETRA 9000

4:1 DATA REDUCTION GUARANTEE

vs.

3:1 DATA REDUCTION GUARANTEE

DELL POWERSTORE VS HPE PRIMERA

DELL POWERSTORE VS HPE PRIMERA

5.5x greater overall performance

vs.

3.5x greater overall performance

EDGE

VERSUS

DELL POWERMAX VS HPE ALLETRA 9000

DELL POWERMAX VS HPE ALLETRA 9000

Industry-leading management features & scalability

8000 devices

vs.

7000 devices

DELL EDGE VS HPE PROLIANT DL 110 G10 PLUS

DELL EDGE VS HPE PROLIANT DL 110 G10 PLUS

MORE POWER SUPPLY CHOICES

between 3000W and 4000W for added flexibility

vs.

1U footprint

DELL EDGE GATEWAY 5200 VS EL300

DELL EDGE GATEWAY 5200 VS EL300

FUTURE-PROOF BUILT FOR 5G AND WIFI 6E

to deliver insights faster

vs.

FUTURE-PROOF BUILT FOR WIFI 6E

Engineered to deliver workstation-level capabilities for TACKLING MORE DEMANDING WORKLOADS over HPE EL300's limited capacity

4 DISPLAY OUTPUTS

3 of which will work concurrently,

vs.

2 with no separate NIC and PCI slot required
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vs.
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